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Introduction

Results

The vial capping process is a potentially critical unit operation during drug product
manufacturing, as it can generate cosmetic defects or possibly impact container closure integrity
(CCI).
Yet, there is significant variability in container closure systems, the capping equipment and
processes, and their relation to potential defects (figure 1) or CCI has not been thoroughly
studied.1
In addition, health authorities increasingly recognize the capping process as a potentially critical
unit operation. The USP chapter <1207> Sterile Product Package – Integrity Evaluation is in
revision currently. The proposed, current draft features a new individual chapter <1207.3>
detailing methods to monitor the capping process.1

Different capping equipment with several process settings and different primary packaging
components were sealed and RSF, CT and helium leak measurements were performed.
RSF measurements
• The measurements performed with the RSF tester and the piezo force sensor showed similar
trends (figure 5).
• The shore A hardness of the rubber stopper formulation had only a minor effect on the RSF.
• Rubber stopper flange height significantly influenced the RSF (figure 5).

Figure 1: Typical defects associated with the capping process (from left to right) partially crimped vials,
glass crack, dimpling rubber stoppers, wrinkled crimp cap skirt

Materials & Methods
Vials, Rubber stoppers, Crimp caps
• Glass vials from Schott forma vitrum AG
• Three different rubber stopper elastomer formulations and designs from Daikyo and West
• Crimp caps from Datwyler

Figure 5 shows RSF measurements of 15 ml vials sealed with the lab scale capping equipment: (left) RSF
tester, (right) Piezo force sensor. 2

CT measurements
All sample groups were analyzed by CT measurements. None of the samples showed any rubber
stopper defects like ruptures through a broad RSF range, with an exception of the 3 ml vial with
the soft D777 serum rubber stopper and the high RSF of 101.9 N±11.8 N (figure 6).

Figure 2: (from left to right) serum stopper, lyo stopper, crimp cap top view, crimp cap bottom up view

Capping Equipment
The different vial, rubber stopper, and crimp cap combinations were capped using a
• Lab scale Integra West Capper
• Large scale manufacturing Bausch&Stroebel RVB4090 (figure 3, left).
• The capping pre-compression force as well as the capping plate-plunger distance were
modified in a set of experiments (figure 3, right).

Figure 6: CT measurements of 3 ml CCS with a soft rubber stopper: (left) Adequate RSF (50N), functional
rubber stopper, (right) RSF>100N, rubbers topper rupture. 2

Helium Leakage
The leak rate cut off for CCI failure was set to 10-7 mbarl/s, based on prior data that correlated
microbial ingress (mCCI) and helium leakage rates (pCCI) using samples with artificial leaks
generated by introduction of copper wires of different sizes. The helium leak cut off value was set
to the lowest individual helium leak rate at which microbial ingress was last observed (figure 7).
None of the tested vials showed any CCI failure.

Figure 3: (left) GMP manufacturing capping equipment, (right) Schematic vial capping process1

CSS Characterization
CCS were characterized by the following analytical methods:
• Residual Seal Force, figure 4
• Self-developed piezo sensor vial
• Computer Tomography
• Container Closure Integrity by helium leak measurements
Figure 7: mCCI – pCCI correlation: Below or equal 10-7 mbarl/s no microbial ingress is observed. 2

Conclusion and the Future

.

• The capping force alone applied by the capping equipment provides insufficient information
about the actual capping process and the resulting RSF.
• The capping plate to plunger distance has a major influence on the resulting RSF at lab scale
and GMP manufacturing scale.
• The RSF tester can analyze a variety of different CCSs independent of the capping equipment.
• An adequate and safe RSF range for each CSS configuration can be established with the RSF
tester and additional methods like CT scans and leak testing.
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